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Modeling relaxation and jamming in granular media
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We introduce a stochastic microscopic model to investigate the jamming and reorganization of grains
induced by an object moving through a granular medium. The model reproduces the experimentally observed
periodic sawtooth fluctuations in the jamming force and predicts the period and the power spectrum in terms
of the controllable physical parameters. It also predicts that the avalanche sizes, defined as the number of
displaced grains during a single advance of the object, follow a power lawP(s);s2t, where the exponent is
independent of the physical parameters.
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Granular materials are composed of many solid partic
that interact only through contact forces, displaying a vari
of behavior that distinguishes them from other forms of m
ter such as liquids or solids. While granular materials c
flow like liquids, unlike liquids, they reach a jammed sta
when stressed@1#. In the jammed state, which has analog
in a variety of physical systems such as dense colloidal
pensions and traffic flows@2#, the local dynamics of grains i
frustrated by close contacts between neighboring grains.
though jamming in granular materials has previously be
discussed in the context of the gravitational stress induce
the weight of the grains, it can be induced by any compr
sive stress, such as the stress generated by an object trav
through a granular material. Indeed, there is experime
evidence@3,4# that a solid object being pulled slowly throug
a granular medium is resisted by local jamming, and c
advance only with large-scale reorganizations of the gra
The jamming and reorganization phenomenon, which can
detected through the drag force acting on the object i
granular medium, reflects both the nature of stress prop
tion through the medium and the dynamics of the granu
medium@5–12#. The drag force opposing the motion of th
object originates in the force needed to induce such reo
nizations and exhibits strong fluctuations with a stick-s
character associated with the reorganization of the grains@4#.
While these phenomena have been documented extens
experimentally, a theoretical microscopic study of the beh
ior of jamming and relaxation of the drag force has ne
been attempted to our knowledge.

In this paper we introduce a microscopic model for t
motion of a vertical cylinder through a granular mediu
describing the jamming and reorganization of grains in ter
of compression and relaxation of elastic springs@13# with
random thresholds. The model can reproduce many of
experimentally documented features of the drag force, s
as the sawtooth shape of the temporal behavior and the m
features of the power spectrum. It predicts the period of
sawtooth pattern in terms of physical parameters such
depth, diameter, and cylinder velocity in agreement with
cent experimental results@3,4,14#. In the jammed state, i
predicts an avalanchelike relaxation of the grains, the a
lanche size following a power-law distribution. The mod
1063-651X/2001/64~5!/051303~4!/$20.00 64 0513
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also predicts that the critical relaxations generating the s
den drops are nucleated preferentially from the bottom p
of the cylinder. Finally, we find that the temporal pattern
the drag force can change from the sawtooth to a cha
pattern depending on the elasticity of the grain medium.

Microscopic model.The model was constructed to em
late the drag experienced by a vertical cylinder of diameted
inserted to a depthH in a granular bed@3,4# ~See Fig. 1!. The
grains move with constant speedv in the positivex direction,
pushing the cylinder in the same direction. The motion of
cylinder is constrained by a fixed stop which is coupled
the cylinder through an external spring with spring const
K. The force on the fixed stop is equivalent to the drag fo
F(t) on the cylinder as a function of time. We refer to th
spring located between the cylinder and fixed stop as
external spring. As the granular medium moves in the po
tive x direction, the grains in contact with the cylinder’s su
face push the cylinder with small forces whose sum is
total drag force. To model the heterogeneous nature
granular drag we regard the surface of the cylinder as a
nar rectangle partitioned intod3H cells of unit size.

FIG. 1. Schematic illustration of the stochastic spring mod
The shaded area indicates the granular medium, which moves
velocity v in the positivex direction. The motion of the cylinder
that tries to move along with the grains is opposed by a fixed s
coupled to the cylinder through a spring with spring constantK. We
model the grains opposing the movement as springs with sp
constantk0 j .
©2001 The American Physical Society03-1
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Grains push the cylinder only if they are compressed,
we thus model each cell as a ‘‘grain spring.’’ The magnitu
of the forcef i , j (t) exercised by the spring in cell (i , j ) ( i
51, . . . ,d, j 51, . . . ,H) is given by Hooke’s lawf i , j
5 f i , j (0)1ki , j xi , j , where f i , j (0) is thex component of the
ambient force,ki , j is the grain spring constant, andxi , j is the
deviation of the spring’s length from its uncompressed val
It is well known that the pressure in granular media increa
linearly with increasing depth and will increase the ambi
force f i , j (0)5 f 0 j @15#. The grain spring constant should b
interpreted as describing the elasticity of the force cha
instead of the individual grains. The force chains are
pected to get stiffer with depth, since the participating gra
are more compressed, allowing less room for configuratio
changes. Thus we expect that the spring constantki , j will
also increase linearly,ki , j5k0 j .

If the grains are too compressed, they will fail by slippin
relative to the cylinder surface and each other, thus relax
the local forces. As a result, the total force acting on
cylinder decreases, and the cylinder slips relative to
grains. To model this microscopic failure we introduce
critical thresholdgi , j , which is a random variable uniformly
distributed between@g0 j ,g1 j #, where g0 and g1 are con-
stants@16#. When the elastic force on a grain spring excee
its critical threshold (f i , j>gi , j ), the spring is relaxed to its
equilibrium position f i , j5 f i , j (0), and thethresholdgi , j is
newly updated by a new random number.

As grains advance in the positivex direction by the dis-
tance vdt during time intervaldt, they increase the tota
force acting on the cylinder, compressing the external sp
K as well. The balance between the cumulative action of
grain springs and the opposing force of the external sp
allows the cylinder to move in the1x direction by a distance
l,

l 5ktvdt/~kt1K !, ~1!

wherekt5k0dH(H11)/2 is the collective spring constant o
the grain springs. The distance~1! was obtained by balancin
the collective elastic forces of the grain springs and the
ternal spring on each side of the cylinder,

(
i , j

ki , jdxi , j5Kl , ~2!

where dxi , j5vdt2 l . After obtaining l, the effective com-
pression of grain springs can be determined fromdxi , j
5Kvdt/(kt1K), leading to an increase in the grain sprin
force by d f i , j5k0 jKvdt/(kt1K). When the grain springs
are much stiffer than the external springs (kt@K), corre-
sponding to the case in which the experiment was perform
the increased grain spring force acting on the cylinder
( i , j ) becomes

d f i , j5k0 jKvdt/kt . ~3!

The situation suddenly changes if a grain slips, i.e., the fo
f i , j on a grain spring reaches its thresholdgi , j . We reset the
force to f i , j (0), and thethreshold is updated@17#. After this
update, the balance between the elastic forces on each si
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the cylinder breaks down, because the total force acting fr
the grains on the cylinder has dropped byf i , j (t)2 f i , j (0). As
a result the cylinder will move backward~in the negativex
direction!, pushed by the external spring, further compre
ing the remaining grain springs. The displacement of
cylinder can be calculated by using the balance equation~2!,
where the newly updated sites@i.e., those havingf i , j
5 f i , j (0)# are excluded from the summation.

There are two possible outcomes of this slip event. Fi
if this sudden compression of all grain springs does not ca
any more springs to reach their thresholds, after establish
a new equilibrium we continue the continuous compress
of all springs by the motion of the grains with velocityv.
However, in some cases the discontinuous increase of
force on the grain springs will cause some other springs
reach their thresholds. In this case the updating~replacing
each broken spring with an uncompressed one and calc
ing the new equilibrium! is repeated until no further reorga
nizations occur. The time is then incremented, followed
the advance of all grain springs, leading to a repetition of
above processes through compression and new updating
dynamics of the model are similar to those of the rand
fuse model in one dimension@18#.

The stochastic model described above offers a mic
scopic description of the system investigated experimenta
Despite its simplicity, as we show next, it accounts for ma
key factors of the observed behavior, and offers insight a
quantitative predictions that were not available experim
tally @3,4#.

Sawtooth pattern.A characteristic feature of the dra
force observed in the experiments is that the force on a
inder,F(t), increases linearly, followed by a sudden drop
F(t), corresponding to a collective failure and reorganizat
of the grains. As Figs. 2~a–c! show, this sawtooth pattern i
fully reproduced by the model. The linear increase cor
sponds to a continuous compression of both the grain spr
and the external spring. At a certain point, however, a gr
spring fails, which results in a collective and subsequent f
ure of all other springs in the system, since they are co
pressed to near their thresholds. Thus the stick-slip mo
observed in the experiments correspond to two regimes
the linear regime we see a linear convergence to the crit
state, where all the springs are more or less simultaneo
compressed toward their critical threshold. The sudden d
correspond to an avalanchelike spreading of a failure as s
as the critical or fragile state has been reached. The ad
tage of the model presented is that it allows us to quant
tively characterize the resulting stick-slip process.

Linear regime.What determines the slope of theF(t)
signal in the linear regime? Equation~3! predicts that the
drag forceF(t)5( i , j f i , j (t) increases linearly with time with
the slope (1/v)(dF/dt);K in the jammed state. This linea
increase is in complete agreement with the experimenta
sults ~see Fig. 2 of@4#!. Furthermore, we predict that th
slope is independent of the experimental details, but depe
only on the spring constant of the external spring, which
again consistent with the experimental findings.

Failure and depth dependence.When updating occurs
over the entire system, the drag force drops suddenly,
3-2
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cause most grain springs are reset to their equilibrium p
tions, andf i , j (t)5 f i , j (0). Instantaneous force distribution
at times just before and after a big drop ofF(t) on the
cylinder are shown in Fig. 3. Accordingly, we expect t
drag force to exhibit a sawtooth pattern@see Figs. 2~a–c!#.
This allows us to determine the average value of the d
force, which has been investigated extensively both exp

FIG. 2. ~a–c! Plot of the drag forceF(t) as a function of time
for d51, H5100 ~a!, d52, H5100 ~b!, andd51, H5200 ~c!,
wheref 050.5, g050.5, g150.6, K51, k051, andv51 are used.

~d! Plot of F̄/d versusH for different diametersd51 and 5 on a
double logarithmic scale. The solid line with slope 2.0 is obtain
by a least squares fit.~e! Plot of the power spectrum~PS! versus
frequency on a double logarithmic scale. Inset: Plot ofTK/d versus
depthH for different spring constantsK51 andK55 and cylinder
diametersd51 andd55 of the cylinder on a double logarithmi
scale. The data are well collapsed on to the dotted line with sl
1.98, obtained by a least squares fit, predicted by Eq.~4!.

FIG. 3. Instantaneous force distribution on the cylinder just
fore a big drop inF(t) ~a!, after the drop~b!, and in the middle
between the two extremes~c!.
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mentally and numerically~see Ref.@5#!. Since the force at
( i , j ) is independent ofi and proportional toj, we find that
the average drag forceF̄ over time is proportional to;dH2.
This result is confirmed by numerical simulation as well@see
Fig. 2~d!#, and is in agreement with the experimental resu
@4#.

Power spectrum.To better characterize the fluctuations
the system, we measured the power spectrum of the t
dependent drag force as predicted by the model. In@4# it was
found that the power spectrum is characterized by a
prominent peaks and subharmonics, determining the pe
of the signal, followed by a power-law tail at high freque
cies which decays asf 22. The numerically determined
power spectrum has the same features@Fig.2~e!#, exhibiting a
;1/f 2 behavior at high frequencies and peaks at low f
quencies. The origin of the 1/f 2 behavior comes from fluc-
tuations of the critical relaxation time due to random thre
olds. The position of the largest peak corresponds to
inverse of the period of the sawtooth pattern. Thus, by e
mating the peak position, we can determine 1/T, the per
of the sawtooth signal@see the inset of Fig. 2~e!#. Further-
more, this period can be predicted analytically as follow
The critical updating occurs whend f i , j is increased to the
maximum value of threshold; jg1. The time required to
reach this critical force through jamming is

T;kt~g12g0!/~k0Kv !;~g12g0!H2d/Kv, ~4!

d

e

-

FIG. 4. ~a! Plot of the avalanche size distributionP(s) versus
size s on a double logarithmic scale for different diametersd51
and 2, depthsH51000 and 2000, elastic spring constantsK51 and
10, and grain spring constantsk051 and 10, averaged over 500
configurations, where critical avalanches that contribute an isola
point are excluded in the accumulation. The inset shows the num
of avalanches nucleated at a certain depth averaged over a 25-
depth interval.~b! Semilogarithmic plot of the avalanche size di
tribution versus size fork051026 showing an exponential distribu
tion, averaged over 5000 runs. The inset shows a plot of the d
force as a function of time.
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which represents the period. The numerical simulation d
for different depths, diameters, and elastic spring constanK
@shown in the inset of Fig. 2~e!# confirm Eq.~4!, and are also
in agreement with recent experimental results@14#.

Avalanches.A quantity that has not been measured e
perimentally, but can be determined in the present mode
the avalanche size distributionP(s). When a collective fail-
ure occurs, this will result in the simultaneous failure of
certain number of grain springs~but not all!, creating an
avalanche of failures. The avalanche sizes is defined as the
number of springs newly updated in a single advance of
cylinder. We find that the avalanche size follows a pow
law distribution P(s);s2t with t'2.4(1) @see Fig. 4~a!#.
Note that the exponent value is close to 2.5 as obtained
the fiber bundle model@19# and for sandpile experiment
@20#. Power-law distributions of events are common only
critical points of spatially extended systems, indicating t
the continuous compression of the grains brings the sys
close to a critical state. Furthermore, we find that the ex
nentt is universal, independent of physical parameters s
as depthH, width d, spring constantK, grain spring constan
k0, and thresholdg12g0, as long askt@K.

The simulations indicate that the critical avalanches
nucleated preferentially near the bottom of the cylind
where the stress is largest@see the inset to Fig. 4~a!#. When a
spring at largeH is relaxed suddenly, the load taken over
the other springs is commensurately large, and has a hi
probability of nucleating a large-scale reorganization of
grains. In contrast, breakdown of springs at smallH is less
likely to nucleate avalanches.

Transition.The model predicts that the elastic propert
of the granular media have a strong impact on the temp
05130
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characteristics of the drag force. When grains are sufficie
soft, i.e., kt!K, the drag force develops a random sign
rather than a sawtooth@see the inset to Fig. 4~b!#. Such ran-
dom characteristics also occur when the depthH is small
enough to satisfy the conditionkt!K for a given grain
spring constantk0. Interestingly, in this case, the avalanch
size distribution does not follow a power law, but deca
exponentially as shown in Fig. 4~b!.

In summary, we have introduced a stochastic model t
describes the jamming and reorganization of grains ass
ated with dragging an object through a granular mediu
The model reproduces the sawtooth pattern of temporal e
lution of the drag force and the 1/f 2 high frequency tail of
the power spectrum, and predicts the period of the sawto
pattern and a power-law avalanche size distribution. T
excellent agreement with the experiments is surprising
cause the model offers a mean-field treatment of the fo
chains that are known to be the basic mechanism of the s
propagation through grains. Thus improvements based o
more detailed handling of the force chains could be en
sioned, but our model offers a crucial starting point for
detailed understanding of motion through granular med
and it offers a basis for more realistic modeling efforts. F
nally, note that our model is similar to the ice-jam mod
describing an object moving through an ice field on sea
river ice @21#.
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